Murphy Fails With the Arrest Over-Cuffing
Robinson Does Over 400 Drawings With the Same Hand

Written by Cal Ferrari

Nighthawks in Troy, Perreca’s in Schenectady and Iron Gate in Albany can attest to Robinson’s sitting down to a coffee and producing a professional illustrations during the past 3 years he’s been out of Hon. McDonough’s jail. Robinson’s conviction was the result of a Troy cop leaving out information when he went for advice as a citizen of Troy for carrying an air-gun for self defense. Robinson has since understood that as a betrayal of a humble friendship by the corrupt Troy Police.

When Jim was arrested by “Officer” Murphy of the Colonie police department, Murphy, who was the arresting officer, deliberately put the right cuff on so tight as a male dominant that he restricted Jim’s nerves and caused permanent damage to the wrist. But God performed a miracle in jail by returning Jim’s hand to normal, and after he was released from jail Jim produced over 400 drawings sought by art investors. There are, however, a group of men who want to destroy the originals at Alacrity Frame Workshop on lark in Albany, but Jim said. “I really don’t care, They are in jpegs around the world waiting for my niece to market them in an organized way.”

Robinson has been a member of Grace Baptist Church in Troy for nearly 30 years until his pastor used militant force to change his mind about his complaints about Koletas’ criticizing of the poor of Troy. Koletas also never acknowledged Jim’s “martyr scar” provoked by Koletas when a Satanist punched his eyebrow after Koletas preached about enforcing Jesus’ diety. Robinson had said something to a Satanist taking the Lords name in vain, and the man assaulted him for it. At that time Robinson was involved with the churches bus ministry and serving Koletas’ family faithfully.

But these days Robinson reads and prays on his own, waiting for the martyr’s son to come to Troy. Until then he says, “I will not attend church because of the corruption.”

The backdrop ghost image here (reminiscent of a Frazetta) is one of several drawings Robinson did for the book entitled American Military Illustrated. Right: Jim with his prized and famous 26KJV-Set now selling around the world on the internet. Jim’s popular accomplishments have far outweighed Murphy’s corrupt abomination.